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First Generation:
Robert Mühle
Our company’s history begins with a brave decision made by Robert

With his precision measuring instruments, Robert Mühle therefore

Mühle. He was born in 1841 in Lauenstein, only a few kilometres

made an important contribution to Glashütte’s good reputation as the

away from Glashütte. After his training at the watch manufacturer

centre of the German watchmaking industry. It was only because we

Moritz Großmann he took the risk and became self-employed:

worked with such precision all those years ago that others were also

in 1869 he founded a company in Glashütte which manufactured

able to do so.

precision measuring instruments for the local watch industry and the
watchmakers’ school.
In doing so he dedicated himself to what has always been the story
of our family and our products up to the present day: precision
measuring. At the same time, his measuring instruments were leading
edge technology: for the aspiring Glashütte factories no longer used
the Paris line, a traditional measuring unit, when manufacturing their
watches, but the metric system, which had recently been introduced
into the watchmaking industry. From 1869 on “Rob. Mühle & Sohn”
built the measuring devices and instruments required for this new
system.

Fig. top left: Robert Mühle (front row, seated fourth from left) with his employees.
Fig. top right: A drawing with examples of use of the tongs of the M15 multipurpose measuring instrument.
Fig. on right: A mechanical precision dial gauge by the company “Rob. Mühle &
Sohn”, founded in 1869.
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Second Generation:
Paul, Max and Alfred Mühle
Our ancestors soon won awards for the precision and quality of their

as Horch, Maybach and DKW with car clocks, speedometers and rev

measuring instruments. At an exhibition in Dresden for example they

counters. Gears and drives as well as clock mechanisms and counters

were presented with the “Gold Medal” of the year 1896 by the city.

for technical and scientific purposes were also manufactured at Mühle
in Glashütte.

Thanks to their good reputation, they were able to extend the
manufacture of measuring instruments to a new field. In the decades

Robert Mühle’s sons Paul, Alfred and Max Mühle were thus able

after 1920, “Rob. Mühle & Sohn“ supplied famous car makes such

to continue managing the company along these successful lines.
It was the chaos after World War II that put an end to this success
story because, as with many other companies in Glashütte, the family
business was expropriated and dismantled in 1945.

Fig. top left: Glashütte in the winter of 1924. At that time Rob. Mühle & Sohn’s
product range included speedometers and car clocks.
Fig. top right: The company and employees at the beginning of the 1940s under
the management of Paul, Alfred and Max Mühle.
Fig. on left: A brochure explaining the technical benefits of the Mühle
tachometers. Vehicles from the legendary carmaker Horch were also equipped
with on-board instruments made by Mühle.
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Third Generation:
Hans Mühle
The expropriation of the company, which had been operating

Hans Mühle was born in 1903 to Paul and Elisabeth Mühle, and, after

successfully for more than 75 years, was of course a severe blow to

his studies, initially worked as an operating engineer. His close relatives

the family. The company in its then form was completely broken up

ensured that he was born with a talent for precision measuring as

and parts of it were affiliated under the name “Messtechnik Glashütte”

his mother, whose maiden name was Stübner, came from a family

with the Zeiss-Werke in Jena.

who had made a name for themselves with chronometers used for
the timing of beacons. When Hans Mühle died in 1970 his son Hans-

It is thanks to the third generation that the name “Mühle“ continued

Jürgen Mühle took over his father’s business, which despite the

to be associated with precision measuring. As early as December

political circumstances in East Germany was still privately owned.

1945, Hans Mühle founded a new company which would later become
the sole manufacturer of dial trains for pressure and temperature
measuring instruments in East Germany. Within only a few years, the
number of employees grew from three to the proud figure of 60.

Fig. top left: Hans Mühle (1903-1970) at his desk in the new family business.
Fig. top right: A view of the production workshop in 1950.
Fig. on left: Hans Mühle’s parents – Paul Mühle and Elisabeth Mühle, née
Stübner.
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Fourth Generation:
Hans-Jürgen Mühle
Hans-Jürgen Mühle (*1941) studied precision mechanics and optics

It was towards the family business and the tradition of his ancestors

in Jena before working for a supplier to his father’s company. Thus

that Hans-Jürgen Mühle felt an obligation. For this reason, he seized the

he was very familiar with his father’s work and was able to continue

opportunity in 1994 and set up the “Mühle-Glashütte GmbH nautische

his lifework until our family suffered dispossession for a second time

Instrumente und Feinmechanik“ company where he wanted to devote

in 1972 and our company was initially transformed into a nationally-

all this attention again to precision work and precision measuring.

owned East German company (VEB) and later affiliated into the VEB
Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe (Glashütte Watchmaking Plants).

He applied to the manufacture of marine chronometers and wrist
watches the knowledge that our family had acquired in this field. As

Luckily Hans-Jürgen Mühle was able to continue working for the

sales manager at VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe he had come into

expropriated company. At the time of German reunification in 1990, he

contact with this kind of measuring instruments. Since then our family

was sales manager of the VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe. To integrate

has been manufacturing high-precision marine chronometers, marine

the company into the new economic system, he and four other

time systems and other nautical instruments, and, two years later, we

colleagues were appointed managing directors. After carrying out this

produced our first mechanical wristwatch.

task, however, Hans-Jürgen Mühle left the Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe
GmbH, as he saw his real calling in a different field.

Fig. top left: Hans-Jürgen Mühle shortly after the new family business was
established. Seen here assembling a ship’s clock.
Fig. top right: At Mühle both old and new traditions are kept up. Thilo and HansJürgen Mühle at the Hanse Sail in Rostock in 2005.
Fig. on left: Our patented woodpecker neck regulation and the S.A.R. RescueTimer were developed during the time when Hans-Jürgen Mühle was chairman
of our family business (description on page 69 and page 16).
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Fifth Generation:
Thilo Mühle
A passion for precision measuring has been driving our family for more

His career path is prime example of what we at Nautische Instrumente

than 140 years. The knowledge that we have accumulated in that time

Mühle-Glashütte understand by continuity, tradition and the passing

and the values to which our company is committed have always been

on of knowledge. This understanding means we can ensure that

passed on from father to son.

none of the know-how put into the manufacture of our wristwatches,
marine chronometers and nautical instruments is lost. It also leads

Thus Thilo Mühle (*1968) also followed in his father’s footsteps, joining

to the constant progression of our product development, as the next

the family business in the year 2000. In keeping with our down-to-

generation contributes new ideas.

earth nature we at Mühle-Glashütte are, he first of all took over product
development for our wristwatches. It was not until four years later that
he became joint managing director together with his father, before
finally becoming sole managing director in 2007.

Fig. top left: Thilo Mühle is passionate about product development. Seen here
assessing our Marinus outdoor watch.
Fig. top right: We attach particular importance to regulating our wristwatches
in six different positions. This is carried out at technically excellently equipped
workstations.
Fig. right: Our first hand-wound movement and the practice-oriented S.A.R.
Flieger-Chronograph are two important developments that have taken place under
Thilo Mühle‘s management (descriptions available on pages 72 and 18).
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Chronicle 1869 - 2014
1869

Robert Mühle establishes the “Rob. Mühle & Sohn”

1990

Political change in East Germany and reunification of

company in Glashütte. Manufacture of precision

the two German states. Transformation of the VEB

measuring instruments for the local watchmaking

Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe into a GmbH, a private limited

industry and the watchmakers’ school, e.g. for measuring

company. Hans-Jürgen Mühle is named managing

gear wheel thicknesses.

director together with four other colleagues.

From

The

production

range

is

expanded

to

include

1920

tachometers, car clocks, rev counters and flow-rate
meters. Manufacture of on-board instruments for

1992

Hans-Jürgen Mühle leaves the Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe.

1994

Hans-Jürgen Mühle sets up a new family business

companies including Horch and Maybach.

under the name “Mühle-Glashütte GmbH nautische
Instrumente und Feinmechanik”. Manufacture of marine

From

The company manufacturs car clocks for trucks as well

chronometers (in Glashütte tradition, with subsidiary

1930

as on-board clocks with subsidiary second for use by the

second) and marine time systems. Production starts

military as well as timepieces for motorbikes by Wanderer.

with two employees.

1945

Air raid on Glashütte.

1996

Expropriation and dismantling of the family business by

The first wristwatch is launched under the “Nautische
Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte” name.

the Soviet occupying power.
Affiliation of what was left of the company, together

2000

Thilo Mühle joins the family business and four years

with the remaining 20 percent of the equipment, into

later becomes joint managing director together with his

the Zeiss-Werke Jena under the name “Messtechnik

father.

Glashütte”.
2007
December

Establishment of a new company by Hans Mühle, Robert

1945

Mühle’s grandson. Production of measuring instruments

Thilo Mühle becomes sole managing director of MühleGlashütte GmbH.

and drive and escapement mechanisms for the photo

2011

Mühle-Glashütte

develops

its

first

hand-wound

and cinema industry; sole manufacturer in East Germany

movement, the MU 9411 movement, which is premiered

of dial trains for the pressure and temperature measuring

in the Teutonia III Handaufzug.

industry.
2014
1970

Hans Mühle passes away and the business is taken over

employees, 33 of whom work in production.

by his son Hans-Jürgen Mühle.
1972

Expropriation and transformation into the nationallyowned VEB Feinmechanik Glashütte. Nevertheless
Hans-Jürgen Mühle remains sales manager.

1980

The family business starts the year 2014 with 51

Affiliation into the VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe. HansJürgen Mühle accepts a position in the sales department
and later becomes sales manager.
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S.A.R. Rescue-Timer
When developing our watches we don’t rely solely on our own know-

movement, this makes the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer an extremely

how, but also allow ourselves to be influenced by others as well.

dependable timepiece. The steel case with the crown at 4 o’clock,

Indeed, we even welcome it. The function and design of the S.A.R.

rounded for safety reasons, is also functional – after all, we don’t want

Rescue-Timer, for example, were to a large extent determined by the

any seaman to get injured while being pulled out of the water or the

captains in the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service. These

lifeboat.

captains control the rescue cruisers answering the call of duty to save
sailors in distress in all kinds of weather.

Since it was first developed, the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer has been in
long-term operation on the 56 rescue cruisers of the German Maritime

This practical orientation resulted in an exceptionally robust watch

Search and Rescue Service, with which we still constantly exchange

able to meet any challenge. Apart from its ability to resist enormous

ideas and experience.

water pressure, the 4 mm thick sapphire crystal particularly deserves
special mention. In combination with the special shockproof automatic

Rough seas form part of the everyday working life
of maritime rescue teams. This image shows the
rescue cruiser HERMANN MARWEDE in operation.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: stainless steel with rubber bezel. 4 mm
thick, anti-glare sapphire crystal with internally ground loupe. Screw-in crown.
Ø 42.0 mm; H 13.5 mm. Water-resistant to 100 bars. Rubber or stainless steel
strap with stainless steel folding clasp and extension. Screwed strap attachment
bridges. Dial: black. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices, intensely luminous.

M1-41-03-MB

M1-41-03-KB
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S.A.R. Flieger-Chronograph
To rescue people in distress at sea, a strong and reliable team is

Pilots in particular must be able to read the time, or the elapsed time,

needed. For this reason, the rescue workers of the German Maritime

reliably and at a glance. For easy differentiation between these two

Search and Rescue Service and rescue pilots from the German Navy

time functions, the chronograph pushers, the stop second hand and

regularly work together. The latter come in their Sea King helicopters

the minute and hour hands are marked in orange. This typical SAR

to the aid of people in distress. What then was more logical than to

signal color is also used to highlight the important 10-second scale

compliment the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer with a watch for the SAR pilots?

between 12 and 2 o’clock, which facilitates short-time measurements
to extrapolate speeds.

The idea to develop such a watch came from the Sea King crews
themselves. Even though their helicopters are equipped with the latest

To further improve the clarity of display, we designed the watch bigger.

technology, the time shown on a wristwatch continues to form the

This also explains why we have positioned the crown and pusher on

basis for all time measurements necessary for navigation. The rescue

the left, where they do not restrict the free movement of the wearer’s

pilots were therefore looking for a chronograph which would enable

hand. Equally important in this regard, however, is that we were able

calculation of flight speeds, and at the same time be able to withstand

to place the start pusher at 8 o’clock. This makes it much easier to

the harshest of operating conditions. As a result, the S.A.R. Flieger-

operate with the thumb and, thanks to its size, it can even be felt

Chronograph (S.A.R. Pilots’ Chronograph) was born.

through pilots’ gloves. All of these features make this timepiece the
ideal pilots’ watch. And indeed, from the very beginning the rescue
pilots have been among its most loyal customers.

Specially marked 10-second scale: the scale can be used to
take short-time measurements to extrapolate flight speed.
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Movement: MU 9413, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte
three-quarter plate and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 48-hr power reserve. Case: stainless steel with bidirectional bezel.
2.5 mm thick, domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back.
Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 16.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Rubber or
stainless steel strap with stainless steel folding clasp and extension. Screwed
strap attachment bridges. Dial: black. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices.

M1-41-33-MB

M1-41-33-KB
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Seebataillon GMT
Our S.A.R. models have achieved an excellent reputation as particularly

In order to provide its loyal service to soldiers both in Germany and on

resistant time measuring instruments. As a result, Mühle was able to

the coast of Africa or in the Middle East, this watch not only has to be

attract the attention of the marine protection forces of the future German

reliable, self-sufficient and precise, but also particularly easy to read. Its

Navy Sea Battalion. We have now developed a special tactical watch with

face therefore features double indices at the 3, 6 and 9 o‘clock positions

a useful GMT function for the soldiers in this special unit.

and a split triangular marking at the 12 o’clock position. This not only
enables the best possible use of a luminous material coating, but also

This new model recognises the frequent deployments of the Sea

precisely defines the position of the hand at the full minute mark. The

Battalion outside of Germany as it works to protect the soldiers, ships

reduced countdown bezel also contributes towards the watch‘s excellent

and premises of the German Navy in harbours and on the high seas. The

readability, as does its skeletonised GMT hand, which does not obscure

organisation is also responsible for protecting merchant ships against

the minute graduation.

pirates and carrying out embargo checks. In order to carry out these
activities, the Sea Battalion boasts excellently trained units including

One of this model’s special features is its titanium case. The watch’s light

boarding teams and marksmen, explosive ordnance disposal forces and

weight and crown positioned at the 4 o‘clock mark means that it neither

mine clearance divers.

limits the mobility of its wearer’s hand nor adds too much weight to the
other, often extremely extensive, equipment carried by its users.

The Sea Battalion protects the soldiers, ships and premises
of the German Navy in harbours and on the high seas.
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Movement: ETA 2893-2, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Second time zone/24-hr
display. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 42-hr power reserve. Case: titanium
with bidirectional bezel. 2.5 mm thick, domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal.
Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 12.7 mm. Water-resistant
to 30 bars. Rubber strap with folding clasp and extension. Screwed strap
attachment bridges. Dial: blue. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices.

M1-28-62-KB
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Rasmus 2000
When it comes to diving in the Great Barrier Reef, our Rasmus 2000
watch is completely in its element. On top of this, it also needs to prove
its worth when used in the rough waters of the Baltic Sea or during a
dive in a murky lake. This is why we designed the Rasmus 2000 as a
functional time measuring instrument that is not only extremely easy to
read, but also highly pressure-resistant, with a case protected against
magnetism that is able to withstand pressure of 200 bars thanks to its
3.5mm-thick sapphire crystal.
Another particularly important feature of a professional divers’ watch is
its bezel. We have given the bezel of our Rasmus 2000 a continuous
minute graduation in line with DIN standards. It also features the
obligatory luminous dot that enables users to determine their remaining
dive time when using scuba equipment by showing the start time of
the dive whilst the minute hand measures the duration of the dive.
On top of this, the bezel can only be rotated anti-clockwise in order to
avoid a longer remaining dive time from being displayed in the case of
accidental movement of the bezel.
Thanks to these features, users can rely on our divers’ watch at all
times, both under and above water. We have therefore christened it the
“Rasmus”, just like the patron saint of sailors.
M1-28-82-KB
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Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: stainless steel with protection against
magnetic fields up to 80,000 A/m, unidirectional bezel. 3,5 mm thick, domed
and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 17.5 mm. Waterresistant to 200 bars. Rubber or stainless steel strap with stainless steel folding
clasp and extension. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: blue, black or
orange. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices, intensely luminous.

M1-28-83-KB

M1-28-87-MB
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Marinus

•

Marinus GMT

Fans of extreme sports will love our Marinus, because this robust
outdoor watch can take anything you throw at it. Its solid stainless
steel case with screw back and 2.5 mm thick domed sapphire crystal
is the main guarantor of this.
The crystal is anti-glare and allows wearers to view the clearly designed
face at any time. The surfaces of the hands, numerals and indices are
Super LumiNova coated, making them easy to read in the dark as well.
The zero marker on the unidirectional bezel is also provided with a
luminous point.
Moreover, the Marinus is not only water-resistant to 30 bars; it is also
impervious to temperature changes and salt water. It therefore really is
a credit to its name, which comes from the Latin and means “he who
lives by the sea”, or “belonging to the sea”. As a result, the Marinus is
therefore the perfect companion for sailors, surfers and everyone who,
in their sporting or daily life, likes things a little more extreme.

M1-28-43-MB
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Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: stainless steel with unidirectional bezel.
2.5 mm thick, domed and anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back.
Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 12.2 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars. Rubber or
stainless steel strap with stainless steel folding clasp and extension. Screwed
strap attachment bridges. Dial: black. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices.

Movement: ETA 2893-2, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Second time zone/24-hr
display. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 42-hr power reserve. Case: stainless
steel with bidirectional bezel. 2.5 mm thick, domed and anti-glare sapphire
crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 12.2 mm. Waterresistant to 30 bars. Rubber or stainless steel strap with stainless steel folding
clasp and extension. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: black. Super
LumiNova coated hands and indices.

M1-28-43-KB

M1-28-53-KB
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Teutonia II Chronograph
The Teutonia II Chronograph is ticking evidence of how an elegant

marked with a stamp. The design is completed by hand-applied

watch can be given a sporty touch. This is, of course, first and foremost

indices bevelled on all four sides, and the blackened hands. The latter

due to the timekeeping function, as the totalizers of the hour and

harmonize beautifully with the silver-colored face, whilst at the same

minute counters give the face its own special dynamics. The diagonal

time making the watch display very easy to read.

displays for the date and the weekday also contribute to this effect.
The finely equipped Teutonia II Chronograph certainly fulfills its role
as an elegant watch for the world of business. The dials are intricately
engine turned – which gives them a fine embossed relief-like design

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte threequarter plate and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date and weekday
correction. 48-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed, antiglare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.0 mm; H 15.5 mm.
Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless steel strap with stainless
steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: silver, guilloche finish.
Applied indices, blackened hands.
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M1-30-95-LB

M1-30-95-MB
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Teutonia II Kleine Sekunde
Off-centre – but not off-balance: the positioning of the off-centre
second hand at 6 o’clock and the Mühle lettering at 12 o’clock lend
the face of the Teutonia II Kleine Sekunde a particularly harmonious
appearance.
This balance is reinforced by the intricate guilloche finish with its lines
of different thicknesses. We at Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte
do not use these lines for decoration purposes only; they serve above
all to subdivide the face and give it a very clear layout.
As with all Teutonia models, the indices are applied, i.e. they are put
onto the face by hand. In combination with the both attractive and
useful guilloche finish they reveal the core statement of this family of
watches: plain elegance and down-to-earth luxury. A clear statement in
the everyday world of business!

Movement: SW 260-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed,
anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 41.0 mm;
H 13.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless steel strap
with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: silver,
guilloche finish. Applied indices, blackened hands.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Teutonia II Tag/Datum
The Teutonia II Tag/Datum stylishly takes centre stage whilst providing
its users with the most important time-related information for their
day-to-day business lives. As the newest member of our Teutonia
family, this elegant business watch not only informs its wearers of the
date and time, but also features a weekday display that enables it to
provide useful additional information.
As one should expect from a time measuring instrument from MühleGlashütte, we have ensured that this whole ‘flood of information’ is
also extremely easy to read. The weekday name display plays the most
important role in this clear presentation of information. Its curved
window below the 12 o’clock marking reflects the shape of the case
and is integrated into the face of the watch in a particularly harmonious
manner.
Looking at the face of the Teutonia II Tag/Datum time and time again is
therefore always a pleasure day after day or better said: weekday after
weekday.

Movement: SW 240-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation,
own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date and weekday
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Domed,
anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 41.0 mm;
H 12.3 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless steel strap
with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: silver,
guilloche finish. Applied indices, blackened hands.

M1-33-65-MB
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Teutonia II Chronometer
We attach particular importance to the precision of our watches. For all
those who would like this down in black and white, our product range
includes the Teutonia II Chronometer. After all of the components have
been completed technically and aesthetically, the mechanism carefully
assembled and the precise adjustment with our own in-house fine
regulation, we put the watch through a very thorough series of tests.
Every Teutonia II Chronometer movement is tested for 16 days at
changing temperatures and in different positions for rate variations. The
movement only receives official certification if it meets the very high
standards set by the COSC chronometer control (rate values between
-4 and +6 seconds in the different positions). After that, every Teutonia II
Chronometer that leaves our premises has its certificate – giving its
wearer the certainty of owning a chronometer which is both elegant
and accurate.

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation,
own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Chronometer certificate (COSC) Stopsecond. Fast date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless
steel. Domed, anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 39.0 mm; H 11.9 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless
steel strap with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges.
Dial: silver, guilloche finish. Applied indices, blackened hands.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

M1-30-45-MB
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Teutonia II Medium
Our rather more delicate watches are also not only made for decoration
purposes. They too are first and foremost time measuring instruments
committed to our nautical virtues. We therefore use set limits with
regard to the dimensions of a Mühle watch in favour of clarity of display.
Thus the diameter of the Teutonia II Medium is 34 millimetres. We
considered this to be a good compromise between maximum possible
readability and minimum possible dimensions for the more delicate
wrist.
Moreover, this timepiece has the same high-quality features as the
large members of this watch family: from the efficient Mühle rotor
and precise woodpecker neck regulation of the mechanism to the nonscratch sapphire crystal and screw back of the case.

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast
date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel.
Domed, anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 34.0 mm; H 11.7 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather or stainless
steel strap with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment
bridges. Dial: silver, guilloche finish. Applied indices, blackened hands.

M1-30-25-LB
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Teutonia II Quadrant Chronograph
The nautical origins of our company are also reflected in an elegant

This timepiece is therefore a worthy champion of our nautical values,

watch family such as that of the Teutonia. After all, even our classical

which, by the way, also find expression in the name of the watch: In

timepieces are first and foremost instruments for measuring time and

marine navigation, the word quadrant designates an area given by the

have to measure up to the nautical values of clarity of display, reliability

ship‘s position and the system of coordinates used.

and precision.
Thanks to our patented fine regulation and a high-quality case that
is water-resistant to 10 bars, the Teutonia II Quadrant Chronograph
has everything it takes to fulfil these requirements. All components
of the watch case are attached using eight small screws for better
watertightness, with the watch back and all internal seals screwed to
the bezel through the middle section of the case.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Movement: MU 9408, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte threequarter plate and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction
with lowered pusher at 10 o’clock. 48-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished
stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown,
38.0 x 38.0 mm; H 14.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Crocodile leather strap
with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: silver,
guilloche finish. Applied indices, blackened hands.

M1-33-35-LB

M1-33-35-LB
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Teutonia III Handaufzug
The Teutonia III Handaufzug adeptly incorporates the past: the reason
for this is not only the grooved bezel, but also the traditional design
of the dial. Minute track, Arabic numerals and classic Breguet-shape
hands mean that the design of the dial recalls the perfect shape of
traditional Glashütte pocket watches.
Beyond this, it is also clearly apparent to which watch family this
timepiece belongs to. The purist dial and case with its volute-shaped
lugs and characteristic polish identify this hand-wound timepiece as a
genuine Teutonia.
The design of the case and the dial, which is reminiscent of pocket
watches, reflects the character of the MU 9412 beautifully: its
transmission wheel and ratchet wheel, for example, are placed visibly
in the three-quarter plate typical of Glashütte, and are given the
Glashütte solarization, both of which are features of typical Glashütte
pocket watch movements.

MU 9412

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Movement: MU 9412, hand-wound with woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte
three-quarter plate and typical surface finishing. Fast date correction. Stop second.
42-h power reserve. Case: Brushed/polished stainless steel with grooved bezel.
Sapphire crystal, domed and with anti-reflection coating. Transparent case back.
Ø 42.0 mm, H 11.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Leather strap or stainless
steel strap with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges.
Dial: white. Minute track with arabic numerals. Blued hands.

M1-08-01-LB

M1-08-01-MB
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Antaria Chronograph
We at Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte are realists. Actually

Our MU 9413 chronograph movement is responsible for the accuracy

we don’t get carried away easily. But it is just not possible not to be

of this watch. It is equipped with all the characteristic Mühle features:

charmed by this beautiful watch. That is why, without further ado, we

the efficient winding rotor, our patented fine regulation and the new

derived its name from the brightest star in the Scorpio constellation:

three-quarter plate. These technical details are not only a functional

Antares.

highlight, but also an aesthetic one – which is why we have given the
Antaria chronograph a particularly large sapphire crystal back. One look

The Antaria chronograph in particular is a credit to its namesake, and

into the light-flooded interior is enough to make you fall in love with it

is a shining example when it comes to clarity of display and precision.

immediately.

The watch’s opaline silver face has therefore been fitted with bright
nickel-plated hands and hour numerals, while the anthracite-coloured
version features golden-red hands and numerals, in order to ensure
that they clearly stand out against their silky shimmering backgrounds.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Movement: MU 9413, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte threequarter plate and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction.
48-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. With a gold-plated
bezel in the anthracite-coloured model. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case
back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.0 mm; H 14.2 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Leather
strap with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial:
anthracite or opaline silver. With gold-plated or bright nickel-plated numerals and
hands. Super LumiNova coated hands.

M1-39-57-LB

M1-39-05-LB
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Antaria Tag/Datum
A Star is Born! This is no exaggeration in the case of the Antaria Tag/
Datum (day/date) watch. Because this new timepiece not only expands
our watch line named after the star Antares – it also exhibits genuine star
qualities. The striking elements at first glance are the elegant faces in the
colours of opaline silver or anthracite with red gold. The latter also includes
a precious bi-colour case, featuring a polished and red gold-plated bezel.
Despite all its elegance and beauty, the fact that the Antaria Tag/Datum
is a star, but never a diva, can be seen in everyday use. This slender case
discreetly hugs the wrist and the reliable movement uncomplainingly
performs its duty with precision: 86,400 seconds a day, seven days a
week, 52 weeks a year.
This Mühle watch is a paragon of simplicity in every way except for its
various intricate displays. Because in addition to an hour, minute, and
second hand, it has two additional functions – referred to by watchmakers
as complications: the display of the date and day of the week.

Movement: SW 220-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own
rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date and weekday correction.
38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. With a gold-plated bezel in the
anthracite-colouredmodel.Anti-glaresapphirecrystal.Transparentcaseback.Screw-incrown.
Ø 42.0 mm; H 11.5 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Leather strap with stainless steel
butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: anthracite or opaline silver. With
gold-plated or bright nickel-plated numerals and hands. Super LumiNova coated hands.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

M1-39-45-LB
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Antaria Kleine Sekunde
Together with a smaller star which orbits it, Antares forms a double
galaxy. A family of watches named after Antares therefore simply has
to have a model with a small second. Given that everything we do at
Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte revolves around elementary
time measurement, this dial division is even of double benefit.
When someone for example asks us the time, we normally give it
in hours and minutes. A small second hand slips discreetly into the
background as we register the most important figures indicating the
time. On the other hand, for reasons of easy readability, we did not
want to do without this indicator entirely. After all, the rate of the
second hand tells us at a glance that the watch is functioning reliably.

Movement: SW 260-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation, own
rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 38-hr power
reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. With a gold-plated bezel in the anthracitecoloured model. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 42.0 mm; H 11.5 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Leather strap with stainless steel
butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: anthracite or opaline silver. With
gold-plated or bright nickel-plated numerals and hands. Super LumiNova coated hands.

M1-39-67-LB
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The Antaria Medium with opaline silver face, reference no. M1-39-35-LB.

Antaria Datum

•

Antaria Medium

The Antares star is more than 500 light years away from the Earth.
Luckily, the Antaria Datum and Antaria Medium, which are named after
it, are not beyond our reach. These watches are stars that you can quite
simply take from the sky – for yourself and your special lady.
Their long-term reliability – a feature of all Mühle watches – ensures
that you will get lifelong enjoyment out of these two timepieces. In
concrete termes this means: scratch-proof sapphire crystal to give you
an unhindered view of the dials, a robust and high-quality worked case
for optimum protection of the carefully assembled mechanisms, and
screw-in crowns for optimum water resistance.

M1-39-25-LB
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Antaria Datum – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes.
Stop-second. Fast date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/
polished stainless steel. With a gold-plated bezel in the anthracite-coloured
model. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown.
Ø 38.0 mm; H 10.4 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Leather strap with stainless
steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: anthracite or
opaline silver. With gold-plated or bright nickel-plated numerals and hands.
Super LumiNova coated hands.

Antaria Medium – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stopsecond. Fast date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished
stainless steel. With a gold-plated bezel in the anthracite-coloured model. Anti-glare
sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 33.5 mm; H 10.6 mm.
Water-resistant to 5 bars. Leather strap with stainless steel butterfly clasp.
Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: anthracite or opaline silver. With goldplated or bright nickel-plated numerals and hands. Super LumiNova coated hands.

M1-39-77-LB

M1-39-87-LB
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Terranaut I Trail • Terranaut II Trail
Terranaut III Trail

•

Only flying is better than this! This thought will certainly cross some
peoples‘ minds when they are racing down a dusty mountain trail into the
depths of the valley with the Terranaut Trail on their wrist. Here at Nautische
Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte, we only have one response to such a
thought: You should give everything a try at least once. The Terranaut Trail
would certainly also feel right at home when taken hang-gliding or gliding.
After all, this watch is exactly in its element both on the land and in the air.
The ideal environment for the watch is recognisable from its face at a
glance due to its distinctive hands, which are designed in the style of a
pilots‘ watch and coated in a sand-coloured luminous material, and also
from the name “Terranaut” itself in which “Terra” comes from the Latin
word for land or earth and “naut” in the second part of the name is taken
from the term “aeronautics”.
As a pilots’ watch with its feet on the ground, the Terranaut Trail will
impress wearers with its robust case, its precise mechanism and its
instrument design that makes no compromises. The best example of this
is the Terranaut I Trail and the watch’s constantly rotating function display,
which takes the place of the small second.

Terranaut I Trail – Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck
regulation, Glashütte three-quarter plate and characteristic Mühle surface
finishes. Second-stop. Fast date and weekday correction. 48-hr power reserve.
Case: brushed stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back.
Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm; H 13.6 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Synthetic
strap with a stainless steel pin buckle or stainless steel strap with a double
folding clasp. Dial: black. Hour markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Terranaut II Trail – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stopsecond. Fast date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed stainless
steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0
mm; H 10.4 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Synthetic strap with a stainless steel
pin buckle or stainless steel strap with a double folding clasp. Dial: black. Super
LumiNova coated hour numerals, hour indices and hands.

Terranaut III Trail – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stopsecond. Fast date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed stainless steel.
Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 40.0 mm;
H 10.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Synthetic strap with a stainless steel
pin buckle or stainless steel strap with a double folding clasp. Dial: black. Super
LumiNova coated hour numerals, hour indices and hands.

M1-40-34/1-NB

M1-40-14/1-MB
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Terrasport I Chronograph
Time flies with our Terrasport model, not only because it measures time
like a classic pilots‘ watch but also because it takes us back in time to
the very beginning of wristwatch production in the German town of
Glashütte. This small town in the Ore Mountains has been synonymous
with high-quality time measuring instruments since as early as 1845. In
the first century of watchmaking in Glashütte, however, luxurious pocket
watches were the main instruments produced. It wasn‘t until the end of
the 1930s that wristwatches became popular on a large scale in the form
of precise and easy-to-read pilots‘ watches.
At the height of their development, these time measuring instruments
were precisely designed to meet their intended purpose of use. Pilots
were equipped with one of a variety of chronograph models, a particularly
large observation watch was available for navigation officers and other
crew members wore three-hand watches with a smaller case diameter.
With its typical Mühle straightforwardness, precision and reliability, the
Terrasport I Chronograph adds a new chapter to the history of the pilots‘
chronograph. As can be expected from a good pilots‘ watch, the dials in
the 44 millimetre-large case have an extremely high-contrast design that
aims to provide the best possible readability. Anti-glare sapphire crystal
and luminous hands and hour indices ensure that the time can also be
clearly seen in difficult lighting conditions. On top of this, the Terrasport I
Chronograph is also fitted with our MU 9413 chronograph movement,
which features our patented particularly shockproof fine regulation and
always guarantees precise time measurement.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte
three-quarter plate and characteristic Mühle surface finishes. Second-stop. Fast
date correction. 48-hr power reserve. Case: stainless steel with a brushed finish.
Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm;
H 13.6 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp or
Buffalo leather strap with a stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or cream. Super
LumiNova coated hour indices and hands.

M1-37-74-LB

M1-37-77-LB
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Terrasport I
The Terrasport I takes on the role of the observation watch in our
collection of pilots‘ watches. With its impressive diameter of 44
millimetres, this model‘s brushed stainless steel case provides room
for a large face and correspondingly expansive minute graduation in
which the position of the red second hand can be read in increments
of one second.
Despite its large size, the Terrasport I provides its wearers with
maximum comfort. Both the flat case and the soft buffalo leather strap
add to the watch’s high level of comfort and make the time measuring
instrument the ideal co-pilot for everyday use.

M1-37-34-LB
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Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast
date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed stainless steel. Antiglare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 44.0 mm;
H 10.4 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp or
Buffalo leather strap with stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or cream. Super
LumiNova coated hour numerals, hour indices and hands.

M1-37-37-LB

M1-37-37-MB
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Terrasport II
The Terrasport II combines the classic Mühle virtues with finely tuned
design elements. A black or cream coloured face allows the time to
be easily read as a backdrop to the filigree hands and clear numbers.
A red marked seconds hand and corresponding red marker at the 12
o‘clock position form contrasting highlights against the respective
background. And the typical pilot triangle at 12 o‘clock reveals the
tradition underlying this timepiece.

M1-37-47-LB
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Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast
date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed stainless steel. Antiglare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 40.0 mm;
H 10.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp
or Buffalo leather strap with stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or cream.
Super LumiNova coated hour numerals, hour indices and hands.

M1-37-44-LB

M1-37-44-MB
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29er Chronograph
What drives one person upwards drives another forwards: however
in the air it is not only pilots who are in their element. As wind, air
is also the driving force for the up-and-coming young sailors who, in
their 29ers, compete in the Youth Championship Races of the DSV
(Deutscher Segler-Verband – German Sailing Association). This small
yawl is considered particularly fast, sporty and dynamic, making it the
ideal name-giver for our 29er models. The only difference is that due
to our intricate regulation we cure it of any inclination to go fast – in
favour of accuracy.
In competitions, sportsmen and women will appreciate above all the
timekeeping function of the 29er chronographs. It can of course be
used not only in sailing, but also in horse races and car races, as well
as the 5000 metre race.
The stop hand on the chronograph is red, which not only gives it a
sporty look, but above all it makes it very easy to read the stopped time
in seconds. The side protection of the screw-in crown also performs a
double function. It adds to the dynamic appearance of the watch and
effectively protects the crown from side knocks.

M1-25-41-MB
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Movement: MU 9413, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte
three-quarter plate and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 48-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Antiglare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.4 mm;
H 13.9 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp
or leather strap with stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or white. Applied
indices. Super LumiNova coated hour markers and hands.

M1-25-41-LB

M1-25-43-LB
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29er Big

•

29er

As a yawl, the 29er is a one-design boat. That means that all boats have
more or less the same design – from the sail to the hull. The same
applies to the 29er wristwatches. Despite different case diameters,
the 29er and the 29er Big resemble each other like identical twins.
And not only as far as their design is concerned – but also in terms of
precision.

29er Big – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Anti-glare
sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.4 mm; H 11.3 mm.
Water-resistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp or leather strap
with stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or white. Applied indices. Super LumiNova
coated hour markers and hands.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Fig. on left: The 29er Big with

29er – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck
regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date
correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire
crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 36.6 mm; H 10.4 mm. Waterresistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp or leather strap with
stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or white. Applied indices. Super LumiNova
coated hour markers and hands.

a diameter of 42.4 millimetres,
reference no. M1-25-31-LB.

M1-25-31-LB

M1-25-23-LB
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M 29 Classic
Our Mühle watches are time measuring instruments with a clearly
defined instrument character that is the legacy of our company’s over
140 years of tradition in manufacturing precise measuring devices.
Our M 29 Classic aims to make an excellent impression right from
the first glance, which is why we have based the design of its face
on a historical Robert Mühle dial gauge. We were above all inspired
by the fine and clearly delineated scale of our model 29 dial gauge.
This scale clearly manifests the values that have been inherent in the
development of our instruments right from the start, namely precision
and the precise readability of the measurement in question, be it the
time or, in the case of a dial gauge, the depth of a drilled hole.
Nowadays, we also place high value on the special robustness of
our time measuring instruments. This quality is the product of the
‘nautical transformation’ that occurred in our company history after
the reunification of Germany, when we decided to start manufacturing
nautical instruments and ship’s timepieces. The mechanism of our M
29 Classic is therefore fitted with our very own highly shockproof fine
regulation, while its high-quality case boasts a pressure resistance of
10 bars and a screw-in crown with side protection.
If this model reminds you of our 29er Big, you‘re certainly not mistaken.
The M 29 Classic features the same case as our 29er Big watch, which
was named after a class of sailing boats. We decided to use this case
to pay tribute to the historical use of the number 29 in our new model
and it also acts as an ideal representation of how nautical and dial
gauge traditions come together to form the M 29 Classic.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation,
own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction.
38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire
crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 42.4 mm; H 11.3 mm. Waterresistant to 10 bars. Stainless steel strap with butterfly clasp or leather strap with
stainless steel pin buckle. Dial: black or cream. Blackened or nickel-plated hands.

M1-25-53-LB

M1-25-57-LB
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City 99

•

Lady 99

The City 99 is the SUV among our sporty instrument watches, giving
you the same top service on a nightly tour through the big city jungle
as on a weekend trekking tour. The wide bezel and solid case protect
the movement well against knocks. The screw-in crown allows neither
water nor dust to penetrate into the watch. In addition, the anti-glare
sapphire crystal allows a clear view of the fine guilloche finish face, the
applied indices and the luminous hands.
No doubt about it: the City 99 does a perfect balancing act between
sportiness and elegance. This is precisely the reason why we have also
developed a ladies’ version of this watch: the Lady 99 with a diameter
of 30 millimetres. The generously proportioned case is indeed larger
than that of an average ladies watch, offering its wearer the easy-toread display that has become one of our trademarks.

City 99 – Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker
neck regulation, own rotor and characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast
date correction. 38-hr power reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel.
Anti-glare sapphire crystal. Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 40.0 mm;
H 10.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Leather or stainless steel strap with stainless
steel butterfly clasp. Screwed strap attachment bridges. Dial: black or white,
guilloche finish. Applied indices. Super LumiNova coated hands.
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Lady 99 – Movement: ETA 2671, automatic; Mühle version with own rotor and
characteristic surface finishes. Stop-second. Fast date correction. 38-hr power
reserve. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. Anti-glare sapphire crystal.
Transparent case back. Screw-in crown. Ø 30.0 mm; H 10.2 mm. Water-resistant to
10 bars. Leather or stainless steel strap with stainless steel butterfly clasp. Screwed
strap attachment bridges. Dial: black or white, guilloche finish. Applied indices.
Super LumiNova coated hands.

M1-99-41-LB

M1-99-71-LB
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Nautical Virtues:
Clear Display, Reliability, Precision
For 145 years the name “Mühle” has stood for precision and precision

We make no distinction between the requirements to be met by

measuring. The foundation for this was laid by Robert Mühle who began

timepieces used in professional navigation and those worn on the

manufacturing measuring instruments for the watchmaking industry

wrist. Therefore, we now also manufacture high-quality wristwatches

in Glashütte in 1869. We are still devoted to precision measuring

bound by nautical principles and our family tradition.

since 1994, however, in the form of nautical instruments, marine time
systems and marine chronometers.

Watches can be powered in various ways: battery-operated
mechanisms are regulated by the oscillations of a quartz crystal. These

At sea, precision, reliability and optimum clarity of display are what

run extremely accurately and are used in our marine chronometers and

count. It is therefore of paramount importance to add reliability to

nautical instruments.

accuracy. That is exactly what we have done.
In our wristwatches we use only mechanical movements, which
contain filigree parts that completely fascinate wearers. Moreover,
they need neither a battery nor current, and therefore always serve
their wearer reliably. And even if a mechanical movement will probably
never quite match the precision of a quartz one, as regards accuracy
we get about as close as humanly possible.

Our time measuring instrument for professional
navigation: a marine chronometer manufactured to
DIN 8319 by Mühle-Glashütte.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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Instruments for Time Measurement:
The Development of a New Mühle Watch
Just like our marine chronometers and marine time systems, our

But we also have to give some thought to the case: How wide is the

wristwatches are also instruments for measuring time. That’s why they

bezel? What about the transition between case and strap? What is the

look as they do: plain and simple and with no frills, the only solution

maximum permissible thickness of the watch? What water pressure

that allows you to read the exact time at a glance.

will it have to withstand? We at Nautische Instrumente MühleGlashütte leave nothing to chance in order to ensure perfect clarity of

We see this as the elementary function of a watch, and the one which

display and functionality in our timepieces.

takes priority over all others. For this reason we concentrate on clarity
of display, reliability and precision when developing our timepieces.

The watch mechanism is, of course, particularly important. For this
reason we ourselves develop many of the components that are

When developing a new watch, we start by designing the face. The

important for accuracy: for example our patented woodpecker neck

most important thing to consider here is what the watch is to be used

regulation. In addition to the accurate fit of all the parts, regulation after

for. This determines whether we use a central or off-centre second

assembly is of critical importance.

hand, polished or luminous indices, and Arabic or Roman numerals.

Clear display, reliability, precision: We take these
nautical principles into account when developing
the dial, case and parts of the movement.
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Traditional Craftsmanship:
The Development of a Mühle Watch
Precise Parts Manufacture

Finishing and Assembling the Watch Mechanisms

As soon as a new watch is finished in our heads and on the drawing

As a small, independent family business we adhere to the stringent

board, the first prototypes are built and examined. If we are satisfied

quality criteria of craft manufacturing. This is most obvious in the

with everything, we begin production.

finish and assembly of the watch mechanisms we use – all work is
completed manually.

We ourselves manufacture many parts which are important for the
accuracy of our mechanisms. These include above all the woodpecker

We start out with field-tested raw mechanisms provided by

neck regulation and fitting balance cock. We also, however, design the

reputable manufacturers. A Mühle watch, however, has to meet the

automatic bridge, our rotor with its elaborately riveted rotating weight

highest standards as regards quality and precision. For this reason

and the three-quarter plate with its attachments.

we disassemble the raw mechanisms completely, examine them
thoroughly and optimize them. We pay particular attention to the

The parts are manufactured on CNC machining centres, which

core of the mechanism: the movement, consisting of the balance,

produce the parts that we design to an accuracy of one thousandth

balance spring, lever and escape wheel. A uniform rate is of extreme

of a millimetre. Even though we are particularly proud of all the skilled

importance for the accuracy of a watch, so this is where we make

manual work that goes into the manufacture of our watches, without

the biggest technical changes. The balance is supported in the balance

these machines we would not be able to maintain our high quality

cock, which we produce ourselves, and equipped with our own fine

standard. The machines supply us with high-precision blanks, which

regulation system.

we then further process and finish.
After technical optimization, the mechanisms are carefully reassembled
together with the parts finished by us, topped off by our both efficient
and finely decorated Mühle rotor.

Typical Mühle parts: rotor, patented woodpecker neck
regulation and three-quarter plate: description from p.68 on.
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Regulation in Six Positions

Meticulous Final Inspection

After a mechanism has been completely assembled, the woodpecker

Our watches represent mechanical precision and reliability. To achieve

neck regulation is used for exact setting of the rate. This regulation is

both, we have to work extremely carefully at all stages. Between each

carried out in six different positions, through which we simulate every

work stage we carry out repeated tests and measurements to see

possible wearing position on the wearer’s wrist.

if the work already completed meets our expectations. Our tradition
demands this of us. After all, it was Robert Mühle who started

During regulation, time which the mechanism gains or loses in all six

manufacturing measuring instruments for the Glashütte watchmaking

positions is measured using a time balance and is recorded exactly.

industry as early as 1869.

After this we set the mechanism so as to ensure that the overall
deviation is at its minimum. If there is any deviation at all, our watches

Before a watch leaves our premises, it undergoes a strict final

should run very slightly fast. After all, our company philosophy is that

inspection. This consists of a standard cycle of tests during which it

anyone wearing a Mühle watch should on principle not arrive late. If

has to provide full proof of its qualities.

anything, a little early – that is more polite.
This begins with a careful running-in phase during which it is
Before the regulated mechanism can be inserted into its case, the face

automatically wound by a special watch winder. After it has been

and the hands still have to be put on. All the added features, known

fully wound, we let it unwind completely and during this we carry

as complications in the watchmaking industry, are now also checked

out multiple tests to see if it keeps the rate values set by us for the

again for accuracy. These include, for example, the data display and the

different winding states of the spring barrel. In addition to other tests,

stop function on our chronographs.

the leak test is of course particularly important to us at Nautische
Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte. To do this test, we subject the watch to
over-pressure. Using highly sensitive measuring instruments we can
detect even the smallest defects during this test.
The watch has to pass all the tests before the watch strap can be
attached. And even after that, we do a final visual inspection test.
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Characteristic Mühle Rotor:
Using Gravity Efficiently
For a watch to function reliably and accurately over a long period of

of the middle segment. We press a low-friction ball bearing into the

time, all of the component parts of the watch mechanism have to work

middle of this segment as the constant movement puts a heavy load

together perfectly: from the drive via the gear train to the escapement

on the rotor bearing.

and regulation. For this reason we have not only developed our own
fine regulation, but also pay great attention to everything, starting with

The rotor is not only one of the largest components in the mechanism;

the rotor.

it also operates visibly on the back of the mechanism. In our opinion,
such an important component of course deserves a suitable finish.

Our automatic watches are driven by the rotor. Set in motion by the

The rotor is therefore nickelized or rhodanized, meaning that it is

wearer’s arm movements, it uses its rotational force to wind the watch.

provided with a wafer-thin coating of one of the elements in the

For this to function efficiently, we design and manufacture the rotor

group of the platinum metals, giving it a silvery insensitive surface.

ourselves on our own machines. For everything has to be absolutely

Moreover, the middle segment is engraved with our lettering and given

right at this stage and manufactured to the closest possible tolerances.

the Glashütte solarization.

Our Mühle rotor consists of an engraved middle segment and a special
heavy metal semicircular ring which reinforces the tendency of the
rotor to rotate downwards due to the earth’s gravitational pull. Four goldplated rivets connect this rotating weight to the outer circumference
The development of a Mühle rotor (from left to right):
a brass blank from parts manufacture, a deburred middle segment with
Glashütte solarization and a finished rhodanised middle segment.
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Patented Woodpecker Neck Regulation:
Precision under Harshest Conditions
Our watches must always be reliable. This is why we at Mühle-

We derived the name “woodpecker neck” regulation from the

Glashütte always do a little more than is actually necessary. For

characteristic shape of the spring, which resembles the neck and

example, our woodpecker neck regulation is used in every Mühle

head of a woodpecker. By analogy, we call the improved index hand

watch, even those, which, unlike our S.A.R. Rescue-Timer, do not have

“woodpecker neck hand“.

to prove themselves in risky rescue operations.
The watch is regulated as usual by turning the fine regulation screw.
We developed the fine regulation in 2003 to ensure the accuracy of our

This moves the woodpecker neck hand and increases or decreases the

mechanisms even under the harshest conditions. With traditional fine

effective length of the balance spring. The typical momentum of the

regulation systems, more violent shocks may cause the index hand

woodpecker spring allows very sensitive regulation of the watch. After

between the regulation screw and the counter-pressure spring to jump

regulation, the fine regulation screw is additionally held in position by

upwards. This may in turn change the position of the balance shaft or

a clamping screw.

the watch’s regulation.
By engaging in a semicircular shaped hollow in the index, our specially
shaped woodpecker neck spring prevents the index hand from moving
upwards. The index hand thus not only presses sideways against the
fine regulation screw, but at the same time downwards on the balance
cock.

1
2
3
4
Components of our patented woodpecker neck regulation: 1) specially shaped
Mühle balance cock, 2) woodpecker neck spring, 3) woodpecker neck hand,
4) fine regulation screw, 5) clamping screw for the fine regulation screw.

5
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Mühle Three-Quarter Plate:
Keeping Glashütte Tradition Alive
We

at

Nautische

Instrumente

Mühle-Glashütte

provide

our

Our three-quarter plate also enabled us to increase the durability,

chronographs with a really special technical gem: our self-developed

serviceability and aesthetics of the basic movements (ETA 7753 and/

three-quarter plate. The three-quarter plate is a typical feature of

or SW 500) that we use. And because we not only integrate our three-

high-quality Glashütte watches. It is called this because it covers

quarter plate into them, but also design the regulation, balance cock,

approximately three quarters of the movement, providing stable

automatic bridge and rotor ourselves, we stamp our own calibration

support for the spring barrel, crown and ratchet wheel as well as for

marks MU 9408 and MU 9413 on them with pride.

the entire gear train.
As is tradition in Glashütte, we have equipped it with the classical
Glashütte click, which keeps the pressure on the ratchet wheel down
and thus minimizes signs of wear. Moreover, the three-quarter plate
has a removable escape wheel bridge. This bridge not only looks very
attractive with its red jewel and two blued screws, but it facilitates
above all an inspection of the watch because the escape wheel and
indeed the entire escapement can be removed and cleaned more
easily.
3

1

4

2

5

Components of the Mühle-Glashütte three-quarter plate: 1) three-quarter
plate, 2) cam jumper, 3) detent pawl of the Glashütte click, 4) damper of the
Glashütte click, 5) removable escape wheel bridge.
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Functional Aesthetics:
Sensible Finishes for our Movements
We at Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte are first and foremost

Even the attractive color of our blued screws serves a function. For

watchmakers. All the work we put into a watch mechanism is above

blueing, which is also called tempering, provides additional corrosion

all intended to make our timepieces more accurate and more reliable.

protection. Each screw undergoes a very special process. First of all,

So what we do to our watches is done not only for aesthetic reasons,

the screws are treated with different materials and abrasive or polishing

but above all for functional reasons. We call this functional aesthetics.

agents in a five-stage polishing process. After polishing, the screws are
heated to 300° Celsius, which gives them their attractive blue color.

All moving parts in a watch mechanism are subject to a certain amount
of wear, but the less friction in the gear train, the less wear. For this

In addition to this functional treatment we also, for traditional reasons,

reason, our metal surfaces are sealed, hardened and polished. It is

use different grainings to enhance the appearance of the mechanism,

precisely this very attractive polishing that lends the surfaces of

for example the Glashütte solarization. These grainings are, as a matter

levers and springs more density and tension – resulting in even higher

of principle, applied manually and make each watch unique. In the past

accuracy.

they also had a particular function – to eliminate traces of machining
caused during the manual cutting out or drilling of the parts.

The characteristic finishes of Mühle components: an automatic bridge with Glashütte
solarization (fig. above). A balance cock with perlage, a cam jumper with straight graining, an escape
wheel bridge with circular graining and polished and blued screws (fig. below, from left to right).
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The Mühle-Glashütte Watch Mechanisms:
Precision and Reliability
The wristwatches produced by Mühle-Glashütte not only stand

rescue cruisers of the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service

out due to their maximum level of precision, but also due to their

(DGzRS) for an impressive 10 years. As can be expected, the cases

robustness and reliability. The best example of these properties is the

of our timepieces and above all their mechanisms must be able to

S.A.R. Rescue-Timer, which has been the wristwatch of choice on the

withstand the mechanical stress and strain involved when used in such

MU 9412

MU 9413

Hand-wound with a woodpecker neck regulation and Glashütte three-quarter
plate. Ø 25.6 mm; H 3.4 mm. 42-hr power reserve. Functions: hour, minute and
second with stop-second; date with fast date correction. Characteristic Mühle
surface finishes with blued screws, solarization on the crown and ratchet wheel
and crossgraining on the three-quarter plate and balance cock.

Automatically wound with a woodpecker neck regulation, Glashütte three-quarter
plate and Mühle rotor (removed in the image). Ø 30.0 mm; H 7.9 mm. 48-hr
power reserve. Functions: hour, minute and small second with stop-second;
chronograph with stop-second, 30-minute and 12-hour counters, fast date
correction and, where applicable, weekday correction. Characteristic Mühle
surface finishes with blued screws, Glashütte solarization and perlage.
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a setting. In 2003, we therefore developed our own fine regulation,

use our regulation in field-tested watch mechanisms that we obtain

which ensures the accuracy of our mechanisms even under the hardest

from Swiss manufacturers and then modify and finish in accordance

conditions. All of the watch mechanisms that we have developed

with our high standards. Below you will find a selection of these watch

ourselves are fitted with our woodpecker neck regulation. We also

mechanisms and information on their most important functions.

ETA 2893-2, Mühle version

SW 200-1, Mühle version

Automatically wound with a woodpecker neck regulation and Mühle rotor.
Ø 25.6 mm; H 4.1 mm. 42-hr power reserve. Functions: hour, minute and second
with stop-second; a second time zone and/or 24-hour display; date with fast date
correction. Characteristic Mühle surface finishes with blued screws, Glashütte
solarization and perlage.

Automatically wound with a woodpecker neck regulation and Mühle rotor.
Ø 25.6 mm; H 4.6 mm. 38-hr power reserve. Functions: hour, minute and second
with stop-second; date with fast date correction. Characteristic Mühle surface
finishes with blued screws, Glashütte solarization and perlage.
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